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Abstract

Neutrophilic dermatosis of the dorsal hands is an uncommon variant of Sweet syndrome. We report a case of a 72-year-old man, recently diagnosed with stage II lung adenocarcinoma, who presented to the clinic with a 14-day history of painful macules that progressed to bullae on the dorsal surface of his hands; decreased range of motion was noted. Examination revealed bilateral small, tender violaceous vesicopustules admixed with larger tense hemorrhagic pus-filled bullae on the dorsal aspect of his hands. Biopsy demonstrated changes consistent with neutrophilic dermatosis of the dorsal hands. The patient had been diagnosed with ulcerative colitis in the 1970s, although the condition was asymptomatic at the time of presentation. Treatment with prednisone 60 mg daily resulted in significant improvement by the next day. This regimen was continued for two weeks and was followed by a 6-week steroid taper. After a review of the approximate 75 cases currently reported, we also discuss the recurrence rate of NDDH of approximately 10%.
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Introduction

Neutrophilic dermatosis of the dorsal hands (NDDH) is considered an uncommon variant of Sweet syndrome and was first described in 1995 in a case series of six patients [1]. We report the case of a 72-year-old male with a history of lung neoplasia and ulcerative colitis who presented with a likely multifactorial cause of NDDH.

Case synopsis

A 72-year old man with a history of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), recently diagnosed stage II lung adenocarcinoma, and ulcerative colitis presented to the emergency department with a 14-day history of painful erythematous macules that progressed to well demarcated hemorrhagic and pustular bullae on the dorsal surface of his hands over the 5 days prior to admis-
sion. The patient underwent a lobectomy for his lung adenocarcinoma 34 days prior to this admission. His recovery was complicated by the presence of a clinically stable left pleural effusion, which was being treated with oral levofloxacin at the time of presentation. Of note, his ulcerative colitis was currently asymptomatic. He had never been on immunomodulator therapy nor had he been treated surgically for the condition.

Examination revealed bilateral small tender violaceous vesicopustules admixed with larger tense hemorrhagic and pus-filled bullae located primarily on the dorsal surface of his hands and extending to the forearm and palm (Figure 1). His hands were edematous with diminished range of motion. Labs revealed a neutrophilic leukocytosis (white blood cell count 16.6 k/mm³). Culture and gram stain of the hand lesions returned negative. Punch biopsies of the lesions were performed and revealed papillary dermal edema with a heavy neutrophilic dermal infiltrate; mild leukocytoclasia was also present (Figure 2). The histopathological findings along with negative culture and gram stain led to a diagnosis of neutrophilic dermatosis of the dorsal hands (NDDH).

Figure 1. Violaceous vesicopustules with larger tense hemorrhagic and pus-filled bullae
The patient was started on prednisone 60 mg daily by mouth owing to high suspicion of an inflammatory process. Intravenous vancomycin and piperacillin/tazobactam was started as well to cover for possible superinfection. The patient noted dramatic improvement in the range of motion, swelling, and pain in his hands by the next morning. Antibiotics were discontinued and he was discharged home with daily prednisone. At follow-up 14 days later, there was continued improvement. His steroid regimen was continued with a 6-week taper. At his most recent follow-up 1 year later, there had been no relapses of his NDDH. A new single 4 mm lingular nodule was found and planned to be reassessed via computed tomography (CT) in three months.

Discussion

In 1964, Robert Sweet first described a syndrome known as acute febrile neutrophilic dermatosis based on a series of 8 cases. This syndrome later became eponymous with Dr. Sweet and has since been commonly referred to as Sweet Syndrome [1]. NDDH, now believed to be an uncommon variant of Sweet syndrome, was first described in 1995 by Strutton and colleagues based on a case series of 6 patients dating back to 1977 [1,2,3,4]. The cases he described included patients with hemorrhagic papules and plaques along with bullous lesions limited to the dorsal surface of the hands. All had evidence of leukocytoclastic vasculitis on biopsy leading to the term “pustular vasculitis of the hands” [5]. However, several cases have been reported since, lacking evidence of vasculitis. [6]

NDDH presents with the abrupt onset of aseptic neutrophilic dermal infiltrates that manifest as painful violaceous papules, plaques, and pustules limited to the dorsal hands with occasional involvement of the distal forearm. They also often appear with abscess-like nodules not typical of classic Sweet syndrome. The histopathological differential diagnosis includes classic Sweet syndrome, pustular drug reactions, pyoderma gangrenosum, rheumatoid neutrophilic dermatosis, bowel associated dermatosis arthritis syndrome, and early erythema elevatum diutinum [7].

Classic Sweet syndrome occurs more frequently in middle-aged women, whereas NDDH may occur later in life [3,4,8]. NDDH has been associated with pulmonary infections, hematologic diseases, and lung malignancies [9,10-13]. Our patient also had a history of mild, well-controlled ulcerative colitis, which has been associated with 16% of classic Sweet syndrome [3]. Our patient is unique in that the cause of his NDDH may be multifactorial.
The recurrence rate of NDDH is sparsely reported in the literature and has been noted to be both frequent and rare [2,6]. We thus reviewed the approximately 75 cases of NDDH that have thus been published and found that there were 7 recurrences (approximately 10%). The relapses occurred in patients without any of the known associations with NDDH, whereas one patient had a relapse after thalidomide re-administration [6,14-17]. There were no relapses that occurred with tumor recurrence. This temporal relationship was of interest to us because of the concern that a recurrence of our patient’s cancer could be signaled by NDDH recurrence.

To conclude, we report on a patient with NDDH related to lung malignancy and possibly ulcerative colitis. We also discuss the approximate 10% recurrence rate of NDDH based on reported cases. We feel this information will be important when counseling patients on the prognosis of this uncommon variant of Sweet syndrome.
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